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Abstract

Background: Genetic information is increasingly relevant across healthcare. Traditional genetic counseling (GC)
may limit access to genetic information and may be more information and support than some individuals need.
We report on the application and clinical implications of a framework to consistently integrate genetics expertise
where it is most useful to patients.

Methods: The Clinical Genome Resource’s (ClinGen) Consent and Disclosure Recommendations (CADRe)
workgroup designed rubrics to guide pre- and post-genetic test communication. Using a standard set of testing
indications, pre- and post-test rubrics were applied to 40 genetic conditions or testing modalities with diverse
features, including variability in levels of penetrance, clinical actionability, and evidence supporting a gene-disease
relationship. Final communication recommendations were reached by group consensus.

Results: Communication recommendations were determined for 478 unique condition-indication or testing-
indication pairs. For half of the conditions and indications (238/478), targeted discussions (moderate
communication depth) were the recommended starting communication level for pre- and post-test conversations.
Traditional GC was recommended pre-test for adult-onset neurodegenerative conditions for individuals with no
personal history and post-test for most conditions when genetic testing revealed a molecular diagnosis as these
situations are likely higher in complexity and uncertainty. A brief communication approach was recommended for
more straightforward conditions and indications (e.g., familial hypercholesterolemia; familial variant testing).

Conclusions: The CADRe recommendations provide guidance for clinicians in determining the depth of pre- and
post-test communication, strategically aligning the anticipated needs of patients with the starting communication
approach. Shorter targeted discussions or brief communications are suggested for many tests and indications.
Longer traditional GC consultations would be reserved for patients with more complex and uncertain situations
where detailed information, education, and psychological support can be most beneficial. Future studies of the
CADRe communication framework will be essential for determining if CADRe-informed care supports quality patient
experience while improving access to genetic information across healthcare.
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Background
To achieve informed decision-making about genetic test-
ing and support patients in integrating genetic results
into their health care, the traditional genetic counseling
(GC) model includes providing information pre-test
about the condition being tested, limitations and risks of
the testing, possible test results and their significance for
medical management, and potential implications for
family members [1–3]. Traditional GC also includes dis-
closing the result post-test and discussing the interpret-
ation in the context of the individual’s personal and
family history, reviewing the implications for medical
management, explaining the significance for family
members, assessing understanding, providing psycho-
logical support, clarifying testing limitations, and provid-
ing referrals to additional health care providers as
appropriate [3–5]. The provision of GC has been associ-
ated with improved medical and psychological outcomes,
such as increased adherence to risk management, en-
hanced family communication, and decreased worry and
anxiety, and has been supported by prominent profes-
sional organizations [6–11].
There is a growing body of evidence that patients may

also benefit from alternative approaches to genetic test
discussions, suggesting that some patients or situations
may not require traditional GC. Studies evaluating gen-
etic testing care models to facilitate treatment decisions
for individuals diagnosed with epithelial ovarian cancer
have found significant increases in the proportion of pa-
tients who completed genetic testing, faster turnaround
times for test results, and continued patient satisfaction
with streamlined pre-test education and immediate test-
ing with an oncologist rather than the traditional referral
method of a separate pre-test GC appointment [12, 13].
Furthermore, alternative service delivery models that
shorten clinician-provided GC, such as the addition of
pre-test education aids like videos [14] and chatbots
[15], and results discussions via web-based platforms ra-
ther than in-person [16] have shown similar outcomes
to traditional GC.
Shifting consent and disclosure approaches largely

focus on how genetics professionals conduct individual
consults without taking a broader view to strategically
determine the clinical situations in which patients may
benefit most from genetics provider expertise. As gen-
omics information is increasingly incorporated into
health care across multiple specialties, the traditional
GC approach is likely unsustainable as it continues to be
time-intensive, with a majority of pre-test GC appoint-
ments lasting over 45 min [17] and concerns for work-
force shortages and access issues existing in some areas
of the country for both GC [18] and MD geneticist con-
sultations [11, 19, 20]. A framework that guides the ap-
plication of genetics expertise where it is most useful to

patients could balance multiple goals, including increas-
ing access to genetic information, providing quality pa-
tient experience for individuals pursuing genetic testing,
and improving clinical outcomes when incorporating
genetic results into their care.
The Consent and Disclosure Recommendations work-

ing group (hereafter “CADRe”) is part of the Clinical
Genome Resource (ClinGen), a National Institutes of
Health-funded consortium of clinicians, laboratorians,
and researchers that is building an open-access resource
for defining the relevance, actionability, and communica-
tion of genomic variants (clinicalgenome.org) [21].
CADRe has developed a framework designed to provide
guidance regarding the genetic conditions and clinical
indications in which patients would benefit most from
traditional GC where detailed discussion, complex test
selection, and psychological support are provided, and,
conversely, the conditions and testing indications where
a more abbreviated discussion may be appropriate. Rec-
ognizing that each clinician-patient interaction is unique,
the CADRe recommendation is intended as a starting
point; the ultimate communication approach should be
tailored to the needs and preferences of individual pa-
tients and clinicians. For example, if a clinician is con-
cerned about the potential for a negative psychological
response related to a patient’s personal history, a referral
to traditional GC either pre- or post-test might be war-
ranted even when the communication approach recom-
mended by the CADRe framework is a targeted
discussion or brief communication [22].
CADRe operationalized the framework as two rubrics

(pre- and post-test) that were then formatively evaluated
with patient and provider stakeholders [23]. The rubrics
consider features such as management complexity, med-
ical actionability, and psychological impact for a given
testing situation to determine one of three communica-
tion approaches at pre- and post-testing: (1) traditional
GC, (2) targeted discussion, or (3) brief communication
(Fig. 1). While traditional GC would be provided by a
clinician with genetics expertise, the targeted discussion
and brief communication conversations could be com-
pleted by any clinicians (with or without formal genetics
training) who are knowledgeable and experienced with
the content. The framework supports multiple modal-
ities for communication at any level, such as in-person,
telephone, video, and web portal. The post-test rubric is
specific to results that are classified as either (1) patho-
genic/likely pathogenic and are indicative of a molecular
diagnosis and/or risk (hereafter “P/LP”) or (2) benign/
likely benign/no variant detected (“B/LB”) in genes with
established disease relationships. Results that are classi-
fied as variants of uncertain significance, either due to
limited variant information or limited/unknown gene-
disease relationships, require clinician assessment on a
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case-by-case basis to determine the best pathway for dis-
cussion of results and follow-up based on the overall
clinical situation, patient context, and specific variant
identified.
Here, we report the communication approaches rec-

ommended using the CADRe framework to classify a
variety of genes, genetic conditions, testing indications,
and testing modalities, and discuss the potential implica-
tions on clinical care.

Methods
CADRe
The 18-person CADRe workgroup includes genetic
counselors, physician geneticists, and bioethicists with
specialized genetics training. CADRe co-chairs invited
participation in the workgroup through their profes-
sional networks based on invitees’ research or clinical
expertise. Membership spans many work settings (aca-
demic medical centers, community health systems, and
industry) and genetic specialties (general medical genet-
ics, prenatal, women’s health, adult genetics, oncology,
cardiogenetics, and neurogenetics).

The rubrics
The pre- and post-test rubrics previously described [23]
were iteratively updated with additional considerations
that CADRe believed would influence the recommended
communication approach (Fig. 2). The initial CADRe
pre-test rubric included the following considerations of a
condition: (1) if it is medically burdensome, is life limit-
ing, and has no medical intervention; (2) if genetic test-
ing for the condition has been documented to increase

the risk of adverse psychosocial impact; (3) if a condition
has significant potential for sudden death or complex
clinical management; and (4) if there are quality pre-test
educational materials available. As CADRe applied the
pre-test rubric in the current study, two additional con-
siderations were added: if the testing modality includes
any gene(s) with disputed or limited evidence for a gene-
disease relationship, and the indication for which the in-
dividual was pursing testing (e.g., an individual having
testing due to a personal diagnosis or due to a known fa-
milial variant). The initial CADRe post-test rubric in-
cluded the following considerations: (1) if the result was
P/LP, B/LB, or uncertain; (2) if the test was associated
with a significant residual risk for disease; and (3) if the
condition was associated with complex clinical manage-
ment. Applying the post-test rubric in the current study
led to the additional consideration of testing indications
of a known clinical diagnosis or known familial variant.
Throughout the classification process, CADRe assumed
that clinicians coordinating genetic testing are proficient
in identifying a genetic risk, choosing an appropriate
genetic test, communicating the test result, and assessing
patient understanding and comfort level with the genetic
testing.

Applying the rubrics
Selecting the genes/conditions
The CADRe rubrics were applied to several categories of
conditions/genes (Table 1). Each category was chosen to
highlight different potential considerations, including
variable levels of penetrance, evidence supporting a
gene-disease relationship [29], and clinical actionability

Fig. 1 CADRe communication levels
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Fig. 2 CADRe communication rubrics. a Pre-test discussion rubric. b Post-test discussion rubric. P/LP, pathogenic/likely pathogenic results that are
indicative of a molecular diagnosis and/or risk; B/LB, benign/likely benign; VUS/GUS, variant of uncertain significance/gene of uncertain significance
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(the recognition of interventions which may prevent,
delay onset of, or reduce burden of disease [30]).

Process for evaluation
Based on our earlier work that suggested that many of
the variables in the CADRe rubric could be influenced
by the indication for genetic testing [23], four standard
indications for genetic testing were examined: (1) indi-
vidual with a clinical diagnosis of a genetic condition
where genetic testing was expected to be confirmatory
(hereafter “confirmatory testing”), (2) individual with a
personal history suggestive of a genetic condition (“sug-
gestive personal history”), (3) unaffected individual with
a suggestive family history in which the proband was not
known to have undergone genetic testing (“suggestive
family history”), and (4) unaffected individual with a
known P/LP variant in a family member (e.g., predictive
or cascade testing, “familial variant”). Condition-specific
indications were added or removed as applicable (e.g.,
tumor screening positive for Lynch syndrome risk; con-
firmatory testing only used for conditions with clinical
diagnostic criteria). All CADRe recommendations were
thus formulated specific to a condition-indication pair
or testing modality-indication pair (e.g., familial
hypercholesterolemia-confirmatory testing; exome

testing-suggestive personal history). For the indication of
confirmatory testing, CADRe considered the issues sur-
rounding consent and disclosure as related to the genetic
test and did not consider issues related to living with,
and adapting to, the condition or medical management
recommendations since these would have been discussed
with the patient at the time of receiving the clinical diag-
nosis, and genetic test results would not likely change
the patient’s clinical diagnosis or current management
plan. This is in contrast to the other three indications in
which identification of a P/LP variant would be a new
molecular diagnosis of a hereditary condition or risk
and, therefore, likely to change a patient’s medical
management.
The CADRe rubric was operationalized as a set of

questions using the online survey tool SurveyMonkey
(SurveyMonkey, San Mateo, CA) to provide the rubric-
recommended communication level (Additional file 1:
Supplementary Methods). Workgroup members were
asked to agree or disagree with the preliminary level of
communication provided by the rubric; if they disagreed,
they were prompted to provide an alternative communi-
cation approach and reason for recommending that ap-
proach. Five-member subgroups of CADRe were formed
for completion of the rubrics. For classification of the

Table 1 CADRe rubric application

Category Genes included Rationale

Genes included in the American
College of Medical Genetics secondary
findings (ACMG SF) v2.0 [24]

Cancer risk: BRCA1, BRCA2, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
PMS2, RET, BMPR1A, SMAD4, TP53, MEN1, TSC1,
TSC2, PTEN, STK11, APC, VHL, NF2, RB1, SDHD,
SDHAF2, SDHC, SDHB, MUTYH, WT1
Cardiovascular risk: FBN1, TGFBR1, TGFBR2,
SMAD3, ACTA2, MYH11, COL3A1, LDLR, APOB,
PCSK9, RYR2, KCNQ1, KCNH2, SCN5A, MYBPC3,
MYH7, TNNT2, TNNI3, TPM1, MYL3, ACTC1, PRKA
G2, MYL2, LMNA, PKP2, DSP, DSC2, TMEM43,
DSG2
Metabolic: GLA, OTC, ATP7B
Other: RYR1, CACNA1S

Well described, evidence for medical intervention,
commonly evaluated [25]

Moderate penetrance cancer risk Breast cancer risk: ATM, CHEK2, PALB2, BARD1
Colon cancer risk: GREM1, POLD1, POLE

Commonly included on genetic testing panels with
similar phenotypes as some genes in the ACMG SF
v2.0 [24, 26]

Moderate evidence cardiomyopathy
risk [27]

Cardiovascular risk: CSRP3, TNNC1, JPH2 Commonly included on genetic testing panels with
similar phenotypes as some genes in the ACMG SF
v2.0 [24, 26]

Genes that have limited evidence of
gene-disease association for hyper-
trophic cardiomyopathy [27]

Limited evidence hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy risk: TTN, KLF10, MYPN, ANKR
D1

Included as preliminary evidence add-on genes on
genetic testing panels [26]

Genes that have refuted or disputed
evidence of gene-disease association
for breast cancer risk [28]

BRIP1, RAD51C Included on broad cancer panels, may not relate to
indication for testing, and yet would have
management recommendations if a pathogenic/
likely pathogenic variant is identified [26]

Genes associated with risk for
neurodegenerative disorders

HTT, APP, PSEN1, PSEN2, MAPT, GRN, SOD1,
c9orf72, ApoE

Not clinically actionable

Exome Not Applicable Increasingly common genetic testing in which
multiple genetic conditions are under consideration
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American College of Medical Genetics secondary find-
ings (ACMG SF) v2.0 conditions [24], subgroups com-
prised multiple specialties. For classification of genes
with moderate penetrance, varying levels of evidence of
gene-disease association (moderate, limited, refuted or
disputed), neurodegenerative risk, and exome sequen-
cing, subgroups of members with clinical expertise in
those areas were formed. For each condition or test, sub-
group members typically completed 12 classifications:
pre-test rubric for each of the four standard indications,
post-test with P/LP results rubric for each of the indica-
tions, and a post-test B/LB rubric for each of the indica-
tions. Since variants of uncertain significance are
recommended to be assessed by clinicians on a case-by-
case basis, no rubrics were completed for these types of
results.
After individual subgroup members completed the on-

line rubrics, results were collated and reviewed within
the subgroup. Subgroups developed a consensus recom-
mendation through discussion of the collated rubric re-
sults, requiring agreement of at least three of the five
subgroup members. This method of developing consen-
sus through discussion after initial assessment by

individual experts is similar to methods described by the
ClinGen Actionability Working Group [30]. The sub-
group recommendation was then presented to the full
CADRe working group membership for final approval. If
a subgroup was unable to reach consensus, the discus-
sion was brought to the full CADRe membership for
resolution. When subgroups were unable to reach con-
sensus, the discussion typically centered around how to
apply the CADRe rubric to a given testing scenario.
Often, these discussions provided an opportunity to up-
date the rubric and the subsequent CADRe framework.
For example, when considering the post-test communi-
cation recommendation for someone with a personal
history suggestive of Long QT syndrome with no signifi-
cant variant identified on genetic testing, the subgroup
conversation focused on whether the correct testing had
been ordered. If so, then the subgroup thought that tar-
geted discussion would be appropriate as the rubric sug-
gested. If incomplete testing had been done, however,
some members argued that traditional GC would be
most appropriate for addressing the consideration of
additional genetic testing. This conversation was the
catalyst for CADRe to adopt the overarching assumption

Fig. 3 CADRe pre- and post-test rubric classifications by indication. Each bin represents the classifications for a communication recommendation
(horizontal axis) and indication (vertical axis) and contains the circles of individual curations for a gene, condition, or testing modality. Standard
indications classified were as follows: (1) confirmatory testing: individual with a clinical diagnosis of a genetic condition where genetic testing was
expected to be confirmatory; (2) suggestive personal history: individual with a personal history suggestive of a genetic condition; (3) suggestive
family history: unaffected individual with a suggestive family history in which the proband was not known to have undergone genetic testing;
and (4) familial variant: unaffected individual with a known P/LP variant in a family member (e.g., predictive or cascade testing). Condition-specific
indications were added or removed as applicable. ADD, autosomal dominant dementia; ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ApoE, ApoE
genotyping; c9orf, c9orf mediated FTD/ALS; ES, exome sequencing; Fabry M, Fabry testing in individual with male sex due to a chromosomal
complement of XY, XYY, or other that causes risk for Fabry; FH, familial hypercholesterolemia; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; HD, Huntington
Disease; LE HCM, limited evidence hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; MAP, MUTYH-associated polyposis; MHS, malignant hyperthermia susceptibility;
ME HCM, moderate evidence hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
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that clinicians coordinating genetic testing are proficient
in identifying a genetic risk and choosing the appropriate
genetic test.
Two authors (MH and ET) reviewed all communica-

tion recommendations to ensure consistent application
of the rubric between subgroups. When recommenda-
tions differed from the overall CADRe trends, they were
re-assessed by the full CADRe membership in a process
similar to the initial classification workflow.

Results
Figure 3 provides a visual summary of results. A total of
40 sets of rubrics were completed online by workgroup
members. Each set contained a rubric for pre-test com-
munication, post-test communication about P/LP re-
sults, and post-test communication about results in
which no clinically significant variants are reported
(three panels in Fig. 3). An individual set of rubrics was
specific for a gene (e.g., RB1), condition (e.g., MLH1,
MSH6, MSH2, PMS2, and EPCAM were classified to-
gether as Lynch syndrome), or testing modality (e.g., ex-
ome) and is represented by a circle in Fig. 3. A set of
four common testing indications was included for most
rubrics, with indications added or removed as appropriate
for the condition or testing modality. Each bin in Fig. 3
represents the classifications for a communication recom-
mendation (horizontal axis) and indication (vertical axis)
and contains circles representing a gene, condition, or
testing modality. For example, in the panel with the pre-
test communication levels, a circle representing Lynch
syndrome can be found in the bins for brief
communication-confirmatory testing, targeted discussion-
suggestive personal history, targeted discussion-suggestive
family history, and brief communication-familial variant
testing. Additional results are summarized in Add-
itional file 2: Table S1 and Additional file 3: Table S2.
Overall, CADRe completed classification of 478

condition-indication or testing-indication pairs (120
traditional GC, 238 targeted discussion, 116 brief com-
munication). Of these classifications, 22 (4.6%) differed
from the overall CADRe trends and were re-assessed by
the working group. Four of the 22 classifications were
unchanged after re-assessment, four were updated with
a decreased level of communication (from targeted dis-
cussion to brief communication), and 14 were updated
with an increased level of communication (three from
brief communication to targeted discussion, and 11 from
targeted discussion to traditional GC).

Pre-test (consent) recommendations
Traditional GC was the recommended pre-test commu-
nication approach for adult-onset, clinically non-
actionable, neurodegenerative conditions when an indi-
vidual is unaffected and has a suggestive family history

or a known familial variant. This was due to the per-
ceived complexity for individuals as they make decisions
about pursuing predictive testing. While data was lim-
ited for many of the neurodegenerative conditions we
examined, there is clear evidence suggesting increased
psychological risks in predictive testing for at least some
of the genes reviewed. For example, individuals with
Huntington disease risk (HTT) have been shown to have
increased risks for both short- and long-term anxiety,
depression, and even suicide [31]. In contrast, for indi-
viduals who already have a known clinical diagnosis or a
suggestive personal history of a neurodegenerative con-
dition, a targeted discussion pre-test communication ap-
proach was recommended. The targeted discussion
recommendation assumes that the diagnosis, prognostic
information, and some psychological issues related to
the diagnosis have likely been raised, thus making the
conversation less complex than a discussion about pre-
dictive testing.
Targeted discussions were the recommended pre-test

communication approach for genetic testing of nearly all
of the medically actionable conditions with moderate to
high penetrance and established gene-disease relation-
ships when the indication was suggestive personal or
family history. Targeted discussion was also recom-
mended for tests that include genes with limited or un-
known gene-disease relationships (e.g., exome
sequencing or large panel testing). This was generally
because these situations have moderate levels of medical
uncertainty and/or complexity. For example, pre-test
discussions for exome sequencing include the complex-
ity of broad genomic testing, the chance of secondary
findings, and uncertainty in results interpretation such
as identification of variants of uncertain significance or
variants in genes with unclear disease association.
Three of the conditions reviewed—familial hyperchol-

esterolemia (FH), MUTYH-associated polyposis (MAP),
and malignant hyperthermia susceptibility (MHS)—were
notable exceptions where a brief communication ap-
proach was recommended for pre-test communication.
These conditions were identified to have lower clinical
complexity given well-established treatment or preven-
tion. FH was considered less complex as there is primar-
ily a single organ system impacted (cardiovascular) and
the treatment is well understood (lipid lowering therapy)
[32]. Likewise, MAP primarily impacts colon polyp de-
velopment, a single organ system, and colonoscopy is
well-established and efficacious surveillance [33]. While
a malignant hyperthermia event is systemic and impacts
multiple organs, the prevention of that event (avoidance
of triggering anesthetic agents) is well established and
straightforward [34].
Finally, the CADRe framework suggests a brief com-

munication approach pre-test for confirmatory genetic
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testing, and for familial variant testing for actionable
conditions with moderate to high penetrance and an
established gene-disease relationship. Individuals seeking
testing for these indications are likely to be familiar with
the diagnosis and management of the condition through
lived experience (their own or a family members’), which
could make many pre-test discussions low in both com-
plexity and uncertainty.

Post-test (results disclosure) recommendations
To communicate P/LP genetic testing results, the
CADRe rubric most often recommended a brief disclos-
ure by the ordering clinician, followed by traditional GC.
This recommendation was made for all indications ex-
cept confirmatory testing for a known clinical diagnosis,
and all conditions except those identified as less clinic-
ally complex (FH, MAP, and MHS). Traditional GC was
seen as important for discussing the majority of P/LP re-
sults to provide patients with detailed information about
natural history, penetrance, medical surveillance and
treatment, and implications for family members, and to
provide psychological support as they are coping with
learning about a new molecular diagnosis and its impact
on their family. If genetic testing had been performed in
relation to a known clinical diagnosis, however, targeted
discussion was suggested to follow up a P/LP result.
These situations were considered less uncertain since
the genetic testing result aligns with what was expected
based on clinical findings and would be unlikely to
change the medical management previously discussed
based on the known clinical diagnosis. In these situa-
tions, the main area of complexity is discussing the im-
plications of the genetic test result for family members.
When disclosing B/LB results to patients with suggest-

ive personal or family history and for those who had
confirmatory testing, a targeted discussion was recom-
mended. It is important to explain the uncertainty re-
lated to limitations of the testing, consider additional
genetic testing, and discuss medical management related
to the residual risk for disease. There were three scenar-
ios that did not follow this trend, where a brief commu-
nication was recommended for post-test results
discussion: (1) an exome result indicates no clinically
significant variant, (2) familial variant testing does not
identify the known variant (a “true negative”), and (3)
genetic testing for Fabry disease shows no clinically sig-
nificant variant results for a male with a diagnosis of
Fabry based on enzyme testing. (Here, we mean an indi-
vidual of male sex due to a chromosomal complement
of XY, XYY, or other that causes risk for Fabry, an X-
linked condition). CADRe recommended a brief com-
munication in these three situations since the manage-
ment of the individual would continue based on their
personal history regardless of the negative genetic test

results. Thus, these particular situations are lower in
complexity and uncertainty.

Discussion
Integrating genetics across healthcare in a way that pro-
vides quality patient experience, expands access, and im-
proves clinical outcomes calls for a framework to apply
genomics expertise where it is likely to be most benefi-
cial to patients and clinicians. To provide such guidance
for communication related to genetic testing, CADRe
applied a set of rubrics to genetic conditions with a var-
iety of features, including variability in actionability,
penetrance, gene-disease relationship, and testing mo-
dality. We anticipated that the communication approach
would be related to characteristics of specific genes and
conditions. However, we discovered that the gene and
condition characteristics were less impactful than the in-
dication for testing, which was the main predictor of the
recommended communication approach across condi-
tions, penetrance, gene-disease evidence levels, and types
of testing. The indication for testing strongly influenced
the CADRe communication recommendation because
indication is related to the uncertainty and complexity
that a patient may be facing in a given situation. For
most conditions and indications, targeted discussions
were the recommended starting communication level for
both pre- and post-test conversations. Traditional GC
was recommended for indications that present more
complex and uncertain situations such as predictive test-
ing for a neurodegenerative condition or results that re-
veal a new molecular diagnosis of a genetic condition.
Brief communication was recommended for more
straightforward pre- and post-test indications or modal-
ities such as familial variant testing or B/LB exome se-
quencing results.
Uncertainty is a composite concept that incorporates

multiple levels of experience relating to having imperfect
or unknown information [35]. Uncertainty may arise in
genetic testing from many sources, including multiple
causes of a particular phenotype (locus and allelic het-
erogeneity, environmental influences), variable effects or
a particular genotype (pleiotropy, penetrance, variable
expressivity, anticipation), and the scientific uncertainty
of diagnostic and prognostic information related to
gene-disease association or variant pathogenicity [36].
Situations with increased uncertainty can lead to more
complex decision making (pre-test) and challenges with
comprehension of results, coping, and adaptation (post-
test) and have wide-ranging implications for how indi-
viduals understand and adapt to genetic information and
how they make meaning out of genetic risk for them-
selves and their family members. These complex genetic
testing situations are those that benefit from the special-
ized training of genetics providers to assist patients with
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making decisions about genetic testing and support pa-
tients in learning significant genetic findings and subse-
quently acting on those results [19]. For example, the
important outcomes of patients understanding and ap-
plying information to (1) make decisions, (2) manage a
condition, and (3) adapt to their situation are
highlighted in the Reciprocal Engagement Model of the
GC process [37].
The CADRe approach to triaging the communication

about genetic information aligns the anticipated needs of
patients with more or less detailed communication from
clinicians. By changing the amount and depth of both
content and emotional support between our proposed
communication approaches, CADRe suggests a shift in
the way clinicians communicate about most genetic test-
ing. Providing traditional GC support to individuals who
are in the most uncertain and complex testing situations
allows genetics clinicians the opportunity to prioritize
the informational and emotional support needs of pa-
tients in these circumstances. Triaging situations with
lower uncertainty and complexity to more abbreviated
targeted discussions or brief communications will likely
still provide an appropriate level of care for these pa-
tients in a less time-intensive manner. Viewing commu-
nication needs through the lens of uncertainty and
complexity as experienced by patients, their families, and
their clinicians mirrors the broader practice of medicine,
where specialists are relied upon to provide care for
complex management in their areas of expertise [38].
In addition to the potential to improve patient experience

with genetic testing, using a model in which targeted dis-
cussions are the starting point for conversations about gen-
etic testing for most conditions and testing indications has
significant implications for genetic testing service delivery.
Since targeted discussions provide a moderate level of
depth and psychological support, it is likely the length of a
“targeted discussion” appointment would be substantially
shorter than those currently occurring in a more traditional
genetic counseling approach. This could both increase cap-
acity for genetics provider clinic volume by reducing the
amount of time spent with a large proportion of patients
and could be implemented by clinicians who do not have
genetic-specific training but who are comfortable with the
coordination of genetic testing as part of their practice. For
example, an oncologist may be comfortable with ordering a
panel test for individuals with a diagnosis of ovarian cancer,
or a cardiologist may order panel testing for patients clinic-
ally diagnosed with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. The
combination of increasing capacity of genetics clinics and
non-genetics providers ordering testing within their clinical
area would potentially increase patient access to genetic
testing information at the point-of-care and address clinical
bottlenecks due to workforce shortage issues for genetics-
trained providers.

Implementation of the targeted discussion and brief
communication approaches will require additional sup-
port, infrastructure, and continued development of edu-
cational materials for clinicians who order genetic
testing. To begin to develop that support for targeted
discussions, it is important to have consensus on the ne-
cessary pieces of informed consent for genetic testing.
To that end, CADRe is leading a Delphi study to estab-
lish minimum components of informed consent for gen-
etic testing [39]. CADRe plans to seek input from
additional stakeholders, such as individuals who have
undergone genetic testing, electronic health records
companies, and genetic testing laboratories, to integrate
this framework at the point of care. Given some evi-
dence that primary care providers lack knowledge, skill,
and confidence to discuss genetic testing [40, 41], this
additional support for primary care and other clinicians
will be critical to the safe and effective implementation
of the framework. Including experts, patients, and other
stakeholders in development of this support will help
bring to fruition the CADRe assumption that clinicians
will identify genetic risk, choose testing, and communi-
cate results appropriately.
It is important to acknowledge the limits in scope of the

CADRe framework presented here. This study focuses
mainly on adult-onset indications (hereditary cancer, car-
diovascular, and neurological) and pediatric testing in the
context of the ACMG SF v2.0 genes [24] and exome test-
ing, and does not address some common genetic testing
situations, for example indications related to prenatal gen-
etic testing and other pediatric genetic testing scenarios.
Furthermore, there are clinical situations not included in
the CADRe rubric in which a traditional GC approach
may be appropriate. GC has been shown to provide bene-
fits such as empowerment and self-efficacy even in the ab-
sence of the availability of genetic testing, as in a
psychiatric GC clinic [42]. Genetic counselors may add-
itionally find their expertise called upon in areas such as
precision medicine testing, where patients (or genetic test-
ing consumers) may initiate GC to discuss their genomic
results that modify their chances of developing a multifac-
torial condition such as heart disease [43].
One potential limitation of our approach to using the

CADRe rubrics is the method of small subgroups of work-
group members making the initial recommendation deter-
minations. However, we anticipate the process of
developing consensus, checking for consistency across
condition-indication pairs, and resolving discrepancies as
a full working group for particularly challenging
indication-condition pairs mitigated potential biases of the
sub-groups. Finally, while the CADRe rubrics were devel-
oped by individuals with expertise in genomics and itera-
tively updated based on feedback from focus groups and
interviews with genetics and non-genetics clinicians as
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well as patient stakeholders, the rubrics and communica-
tion recommendations have yet to be tested in practice.
Further input from stakeholders on targeted discussion
and brief communication approaches and studies compar-
ing the effectiveness of CADRe-informed care versus usual
care will be critical next steps for determining the utility
of this communication framework in providing quality pa-
tient care and experience, as well as improved access to
genetic information across healthcare.

Conclusions
The CADRe recommendations support pre-test discus-
sions moving towards targeted discussions for many
tests and indications, which could lead to shorter ap-
pointment times and a shift towards non-genetics clini-
cians completing pre-test genetic risk assessment and
genetic testing at the point-of-care. Longer traditional
GC consultations would be prioritized to patients with
more complex and uncertain pre- and post-test discus-
sions where genetics expertise can best support families
needing detailed information, education, and psycho-
logical support. The CADRe recommendations provide
needed guidance for clinicians in determining the depth
of pre- and post-test communication, thus facilitating
the wider integration of genetic testing in healthcare.
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